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D
avid Eby doesn’t work in a gleaming corpo-
rate tower, and his clients don’t show up to
meetings in expensive suits and sign off on
$500/hour legal bills. A partner with the
social enterprise firm Pivot Legal LLP in

Vancouver, he spends much of his practice representing
the poor and disadvantaged in B.C.’s courts: Downtown
Eastside addicts and alcoholics, the mentally ill, and the
physically weak. He is paid less than half the average
wage of a big-firm lawyer, even though he lives in a city
with skyrocketing prices.

Most lawyers wouldn’t want to trade jobs with David
Eby. That’s okay. He feels the same way about them.

At Pivot, which employs six lawyers and is devoted to
social change, Eby’s main focus is housing issues, mostly
illegal evictions and the living conditions of Vancouver’s
Eastside poor. The firm takes on small business clients to

Helping the helpless
David Eby serves Vancouver’s most vulnerable with Pivot Legal LLP.
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fund its social work. “Our goal is to improve the stan-
dard of living for so many people,” he says, “and we have
made a difference.”

Among Eby’s recent successes are keeping open five
lodging houses, seeing a change in police policy over the
searching of lodging rooms without a warrant, and help-
ing to change the tone of the debate over homelessness.
“The government recently bought 14 buildings to be run
by not-for-profit organizations,” he notes.

“This was a change from when politicians said they
didn’t want to deal with the homeless at all. Today, peo-
ple see a $17 million penthouse being built and wonder
why some of that money or space can’t be used to help
the workers of this city, the nurses, the firemen … those
who actually built Vancouver.”

Since the awarding of the Winter Olympics to
Vancouver-Whistler, the debate over housing has heated
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